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Introduction 
• BERT is a commonly used pretrained language model (PLM) that obtains state-of-the-art results on

11 different natural language processing (NLP) tasks.

• However, BERT contains a large number of parameters and requires vast numbers of computational

resources. Concretely, BERTBASE has 110 million parameters while BERTLARGE has 340 million.

• Knowledge distillation (KD) is a promising compression method and has achieved great success in

compressing BERT. KD follows a student-teacher framework where the light-weight student

network learns from the teacher.

• However, the student networks in previous KD studies are manually designed. Researchers have

tried to compressing BERT into MLP, BiLSTM and network with less Transformer layers. These

manually designed students are not optimal since they either still contain redundant parameters or

have week representation ability.

• Motivated by the above observations, we propose to automatically search for a compact student

network for compressing BERT using neural architecture search (NAS).

NAS-KD: our Framework

As illustrated in the right, NAS-KD is

composed of NAS module and KD

module. In NAS module, we select

and combine the candidate operations

in search space to generate a student

cell. In KD module, multiple student

cells are stacked as the student

network in knowledge distillation.

The distillation objective is

formulated by three different loss

functions. The total loss is returned to

NAS module to update the parameters

and structure of student cell.

Search Space in NAS Module

Encoding Layer

➢ LSTM

➢ Identity

➢ 4, 8 head attention 

➢ Standard convolution

➢ Depthwise-separable convolution 

➢ None

Aggregation Layer

➢ Max pooling 

➢ Average pooling

➢ Dynamic routing

➢ Self-attention pooling

KD Module

Except vanilla KD objective where the student

learns from the ouput of teacher, we encourage

each student cell to uniformly mimic a

corresponding Transformer layer of BERT. The

formulations are in the right.


